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We have been impressing with innovative products, practical system solutions and attractive 

designs for more than 80 years. We are constantly developing ourselves, our company and 

our range. As we know: you expect the best all the time.  

And that‘s what we want to give you.

MEISTER is committed to its location.

We think internationally but remain a German company – 640 employees 

guarantee Made in Germany premium quality day in day out.

MEISTER is a leading innovator.

Intelligent ideas make us the driving force behind the industry – over 200 patents and  

utility models are impressive evidence of this.

MEISTER accepts responsibility for the environment.

We act sustainably in all areas – careful product selection protects resources and the climate.

MEISTER stands for specialist retail.

We focus on reliable partnerships with specialist retail and specialist trade – our ”100% PRO 

Producer/Dealer/Craftsmen“ network guarantees first-class products, professional advice and 

expert assembly.

Every day a 
 masterpiece
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PD 400 Cottage | Steamed oak canyon 8301 | brushed | naturally oiled

PD 400 Cottage | Smoked oak lively 8303 | brushed | high-gloss varnished



NATURAL STyLE

PURE LINE

COLOURFUL GREy 

LUxURy AFFAIRS
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Nature knows thousands of tree species. 
  We make our Longlife parquet  
out of the most beautiful woods.

Shapes, colours, structures – nature is a master of creation. It never repeats itself in its over-

whelming diversity and each of its creations is unique. we capture a hint of this in our Longlife 

parquet. It stylishly integrates into any room with its natural elegance and proves itself to be 

a true quick-change artist when it comes to shaping an idea into an individual home.

design your very own living space – for rooms full of life.

Link to Themes:  
www.meister.com/en/

themes.html

NEw CLASSICS

wILd MOUNTAIN

PERFECT BASICS



1 2 3

why your gut feeling  
is our guide.

Why do some people prefer dark floors to light ones? Or large planks to small herringbone? Sometimes 

the head rules as parquet impresses with its durability. Sometimes the heart rules as this colour once 

dominated your floors at home in the past. Sometimes the gut dictates and says: That's the one.

We have been helping customers to find "their" floor for many years. We also use our head, heart and 

gut to develop a range that offers you a large selection of superbly finished surfaces. 

It is important that you find a Longlife parquet from us that meets both your desires and your needs. 

There is only one point that is non-negotiable with us: quality. It simply has to be right.

NATURAL 
STYLE

PURE  
LiNE

CoLoURfUL 
 GREY

Unadorned

As much as necessary, as 

little as possible – harmonious 

to lively surfaces that remain 

visually close to their raw state 

due to carefully finishing and 

enrich the room with their own 

essence in PURE LINE.

Lifelines

Uneven edges, a natural play on 

colours, tangible life and visible 

age – accentuated NATURAL 

STyLE exudes real character at 

your feet.

Quick-change artist

From shabby chic, to the  

modern, to country house 

style, anything is possible – 

COLOURFUL GREy underlines 

and accentuates the house's 

style without dominating it.
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Inspiration for themes.

Trends come and go but your parquet is here to stay. It's good if it can adapt to different living styles, because 

it is rare to find just one style in an apartment or house. Different styles are often mixed, be it harmoniously 

or with strong contrasts. To offer you the right guidance, we arrange our entire parquet range into themes. 

Inspired by global living and material trends, these themes illustrate various philosophies in terms of lifestyle, 

product design and materials.

LUxURY 
AffAiRS

WiLD  
MoUNTAiN

PERfECT 
BASiCS

NEW 
CLASSiCS

Peak performers

Long live comfort but in a 

modern look please. wILd 

MOUNTAIN stages rooms with 

woods that exude fine rusticity 

with that special Alpine charm.

Spirit of the times

Herringbone and squares  

interpreted in a lavish,  

modern way. Turning timeless 

classics into products that  

are totally trendy time and  

time again – because NEw  

CLASSICS simply never go  

out of fashion.

Glamour gala

deep black, snow white,  

breathtaking gold and  

shimmering silver.

Sometimes just that little bit 

more is required. Baroque, 

sensual, opulent – indulge in 

LUxURy AFFAIRS.

Base camp

It doesn't always have  

to look exceptional but  

it should always be  

exceptionally good – lay a 

solid basis for a feel-good 

atmosphere in your home 

with PERFECT BASIC.
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PC 400 Style | Oak country 8263 | planked, brushed | naturally oiled     Registered design D EU 2244319
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NATURAL STyLE. 
Naturally the best floors.



 Nature 
rocks here!

Anyone who is thinking about getting parquet today wants flooring full 

of character. High-contrast smoothed cracks and visible signs of ageing 

invite all the senses to get up close. Floors in NATURAL STyLE bring 

their own life to any setting.

Link to Interior designer:  
www.meister.com/en/
service/service-center/
interior-designer.html

PD 400 Cottage | Steamed 

oak canyon 8301 | brushed  

naturally oiled

PD 400 Cottage | Grey oak 

lively 8291 | Timber structure  

naturally oiled

PC 400 Style | Oak country 8263 

planked, brushed | naturally oiled

PD 200 | Rustic oak 8166  

brushed | naturally oiled 
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PD 400 Cottage | Steamed oak canyon 8301 | brushed | naturally oiled



PD 400 Cottage | Grey oak lively 8291 | Timber structure | naturally oiled
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The new 
favourite spots.

Character is not hidden here. It is shown off 

here. It should be natural and authentic – 

with all its rough edges. Anyone who really 

has their finger on the pulse of nature, will 

find just the right thing in NATURAL STYLE.

Floor profiles  

End profile type 369 SK 

Stainless steel surface



PD 200 | Rustic oak 8166 | brushed | naturally oiled

Skirting board 8 PK profile | white, can be painted 2222 (individual colour)

Like every delicious dish, home is an 

individual composition for all the senses. 

you decide which ingredient is put under 

the spotlight. The naturally oiled planks in 

NATURAL STyLE stay true to their essence 

and yet thanks to their format and wealth 

of colour shades and structures still allow 

for plenty of fine living recipes.

Living space  
for connoisseurs.
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PD 200 | Rustic oak 8166 | brushed | naturally oiled



PD 400 Cottage | American pure cherry tree lively 8279 | UV-oiled

                             PURE LINE. 
          Give every room the chance 
     to become the most beautiful 
               of your life. 
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                             PURE LINE. 
          Give every room the chance 
     to become the most beautiful 
               of your life. 



Natural resources in 
their purest form.
Each knot a character trait, each surface taken as if directly from nature and 

yet finished to a point that leaves nothing to be desired. Fine grains and a 

natural play on colours create authentic accents. With PURE LINE you enjoy 

your very own natural resource – every single day.

PD 400 Cottage | American 

pure cherry tree lively 8279  

UV-oiled

PD 400 Cottage | Pure vital 

oak 8223 | brushed | naturally 

oiled

Skirting board 9 PK profile | Plain white gloss 324 

(decorative film)

PD 400 Cottage | American pure cherry tree lively 8279 | UV-oiled
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PC 300 | Pure oak lively 8252 | brushed | UV-oiled

Universal transition profile type 288  

Anodised silver

PC 300 | Pure oak lively 8252 

brushed | UV-oiled

Link zum Interior-designer:  
www.meister.com/en/service/

service-center/interior-designer.html



PURE LINE reveals wood in its natural beauty. Finished 

with great care and specially treated, it is well protected 

and prepared for routine every day life as well as for un-

forgettable parties and celebrations. In fact for pure life!

Pure life 
lives here.
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PD 400 Cottage | Pure vital oak 8223 | brushed | naturally oiled



PD 400 Cottage | Light clay grey oak harmonious 8234 | brushed | UV-oiled

                   COLOURFUL GREy. 
Gre y can be the most  

beautiful of all colours.
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                   COLOURFUL GREy. 
Gre y can be the most  

beautiful of all colours.



Is grey the most beautiful colour in the world? You decide! Irresistible combinations emerge 

when combined with white or silver. Grey reveals its elegant, minimalist side in dialogue with 

colours. The perfect diplomats among Longlife parquet are gathered in COLOURFUL GREy. 

They stand out due to their modern simplicity and enchanting nuances.

Show your colours  
with neutrality.

PS 300 | Cream grey 

oak harmonious 8231  

brushed | UV-oiled

PC 400 Style | Cream grey oak 

harmonious 8261 | 3d, brushed  

naturally oiled

PD 400 Cottage | Light clay 

grey oak harmonious 8234  

brushed | UV-oiled

Link zum Interior-designer:  
www.meister.com/en/service/
service-center/interior-designer.html
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PD 400 Cottage | Light clay grey oak harmonious 8234 | brushed | UV-oiled



You decide how strong your new floor shapes the 

ambience of your home. Floors in nuances from white 

grey to grey brown are particularly suited to supporting 

room effects ideally. They present without dominating – 

regardless of the living style.

Joints and colours 
that like to  
conform.

PD 400 Cottage | Light clay grey oak harmonious 8234 | brushed | UV-oiled

Skirting board 12 PK profile | Plain white gloss 324 (decorative film)
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PS 300 | Cream grey oak harmonious 8231 | brushed | UV-oiled



PC 400 Style | Cream grey oak harmonious 8261 | 3d, brushed | naturally oiled     Registered design D EU 2244319
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Craftsmanship down  
to the tiniest detail.

Planks are not all the same! If your heart beats for Longlife parquet 

in COLOURFUL GREY, you choose more than just the colour. Surface 

treatment and finish also play a part. New and very special: the 

3-strips crafted together in slightly varying thickness to emphasise 

the 3d structure.

Skirting board 9 PK profile | white with inlay strips  

Grey oak 2404 (decorative film)



PD 400 Cottage | Smoked oak lively 8303 | brushed | high-gloss varnished

      LUxURy AFFAIRS.
 Glamour, baby, 
                 glamour.
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What a performance: The film diva of the Golden Twenties slides elegantly in the leather chair. 

Louis xIV and Oscar wilde sit down together on a divan. Champagne is served. with maca-

roons. And with a glance at the Longlife parquet, wilde says: “The average gives the world its 

durability. The unusual its value.” LUxURy AFFAIRS, in fact.

Really great cinema.

PD 400 Cottage | Smoked 

oak lively 8303 | brushed  

high-gloss varnished

PD 400 Cottage | Opaque 

white oak harmonious 8081 

brushed | UV-oiled 

PD 400 Cottage | Antique 

brown silver oak lively 8299  

brushed | naturally oiled

Skirting board 9 PK profile | Stainless steel 063  

(decorative film)

Link zum Interior-designer:  
www.meister.com/en/service/
service-center/interior-designer.html

PD 400 Cottage | Smoked oak lively 8303 | brushed | high-gloss varnished
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PD 400 Cottage | Opaque white oak harmonious 8081 | brushed | UV-oiled



From very dark to very light: LUxURy AFFAIRS seduces with opulence. Velvety brushed 

mattness or reflective, smoked high gloss court your attention. Gold, silver, purple: the 

character of these elegant floors is literally palpable. And clearly ostentatious.

Luxury is gaining  
  ground.

Skirting board 3 PK profile  

white, can be painted 2222 

(individual colour)
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PD 400 Cottage | Antique brown silver oak lively 8299 | brushed | naturally oiled



PQ 500 | Pure country oak 8271 | planked, brushed | naturally oiled

             NEw CLASSICS. 
Old models create
   new classics.
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             NEw CLASSICS. 
Old models create
   new classics.



Atmosphere 
  squared.
The square, like herringbone, is one of the very classic installation techniques with 

parquet. what was once only laid in a small format is interpreted in a new and lavish 

way today. It is now developing a very modern design language and skilfully building 

a bridge to the historic version.

PQ 500 | Pure country oak 8271 | planked, brushed | naturally oiled

Skirting board 2 PK profile  

Pure oak Nature 1104 | oiled
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PQ 500 | Pure country oak 8271 | planked, brushed | naturally oiled

PS 400 | Oak lively 8047 | varnished

Link zum Interior-designer:  
www.meister.com/en/service/

service-center/interior-designer.html



PS 400 | Oak lively 8047 | varnished
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The average ages, 
class matures.
Herringbone is a classic among the pure culture of parquet 

installation. Modern materials, generous dimensions as well as 

new surface finishes breathe fresh life into the floor. A parquet 

is available here for individualists who want to create different 

looks and their very own living ideas.



PD 400 Cottage | white vintage larch lively 8287 | UV-oiled
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             wILd MOUNTAIN.
  The su mmit of  

good taste.



Link to Interior designer:  
www.meister.com/en/
service/service-center/
interior-designer.html

PD 400 Cottage | white vintage larch lively 8287 | UV-oiled
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PC 300 | white larch lively 8257 | brushed | naturally oiled

The forest is coming to town. With floors from WILD MOUNTAIN, we are laying a 

very special piece of nature at your feet. Carefully brushed, the woods from this 

theme develop a fine rusticity that elegantly integrates into urban lifestyles with 

all its originality.

 Shifting the
 timberline.

PD 400 Cottage | white vintage larch lively 8287 | UV-oiled



In finitely  
comfortable.

Who says that a mountain hut can't look modern 

and chic? Floors from WILD MOUNTAIN are happy 

to show you the proof.
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PC 300 | white larch lively 8257 | brushed | naturally oiled

Universal stair profile type 320 

Anodised bronze

Simply useful. Aluminium profiles from the 

accessory programme replace perfectly 

joined bevels.



PD 550 | Oak lively 8091 | brushed | naturally oiled

        PERFECT BASICS. 
Floors that 
    mean the world.
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        PERFECT BASICS. 
Floors that 
    mean the world.



PC 200 | Steamed beech lively 

921 | varnished

PS 300 | Oak  

harmonious 8027  

brushed | UV-oiled

PS 300 | white ash 

lively 8246 | brushed  

UV-oiled

PD 400 Cottage | Canadian  

maple lively 8024 | UV-oiled

PC 300 | European walnut lively 

8110 | UV-oiled

PD 550 | Oak lively 8091 | brushed  

naturally oiled

The constant for  
your whole life.

Skirting board 9 PK profile | Stainless steel 063 (decorative film)

Do you like it light? Or do you prefer it dark? Does your heart beat for maple?  

Or more for walnut? Do you prefer visibly structured surfaces or should they 

be as even as possible? Whichever choice you make: You will find your dream 

floor to go with your interior design style in the large selection of PERFECT 

BASICS Longlife parquet floors.

Link to Interior designer:  
www.meister.com/en/service/
service-center/interior-designer.html
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PS 300 | Oak harmonious 8027 | brushed | UV-oiled



PS 300 | white ash lively 8246 | brushed | UV-oiled
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  Real elegance escapes 
 any fashion.

The world is a stage. And your home becomes a set. Using the large selection of PERFECT 

BASICS you stage manage your room's overall effect. Delicate and lively versions, for example 

with UV-oiled strip planks that are well protected and ready for your performance.



PD 400 Cottage | Canadian maple lively 8024 | UV-oiled

Skirting board 10 PK profile | Plain white gloss 324 (decorative film)

A feel-good field  
for hobby horses.
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PC 300 | European walnut lively 8110 | UV-oiled

From dining rooms to children's kingdoms: parquet is the best basis 

for anything, whatever is going on above it or on it. PERFECT BASICS 

remain indestructible during any horse races, farm games, tower 

building, railway building and family meals.



Live life  
 instead of just living.

Longlife parquet's PERFECT BASICS are ideal for providing your four walls with 

the right setting. Among other things, this theme includes lively, distinctive and 

harmonious woods, which result in great variety combined with different surface 

treatments. A wealth of facets that leads to very different overall effects to suit 

your individual taste.

Floor profile end profile type 369 SK  

Stainless steel surface
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PC 200 | Steamed beech lively 921 | varnished



PC 400 Style | Pure country oak 8264 | planked, brushed | naturally oiled     Registered design D EU 2244319

Longlife Parquet is going 
  up the wall.
Our parquet is on the up. And yet remains wonderfully easy-going. At the end of the day it is simply too beautiful 

and has too much potential to just lie on the floor. Wood on walls changes a room's atmosphere, sound and the 

lighting effect in a unique way. you can decorate your walls with the following parquet collections: Pd 450  

PD 400 Cottage | PD 200 | PS 300 | PC 400 Style | PC 300 and PC 200. And with our system panels' proven 

locking system, installation is really easy.
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Link to Parquet on the wall:  
www.meister.com/en/service/service-

center/installation-and-care-instructions/
installation-on-the-wall.html

PD 400 Cottage | Steamed oak canyon 8301 | brushed | naturally oiled



Award-winning! 
 Longlife parquet from MEISTER.

Longlife parquet

Longlife parquet is stable, natural, healthy for living, quiet, ecological, energy-saving and 

easy to clean. Only genuine with this sign.

The MEISTER Longlife warranty

we are so convinced of the quality of our Longlife parquet that we give you a Longlife 

warranty on it. You receive a floor from MEISTER, which will even impress with its valuable 

look, high resistance and easiness to clean in many years time.

warranty according to the Meisterwerke warranty conditions at www.meister.com

FSC® label

The Forest Stewardship Council, in short FSC®, is an international non-profit organisation that 

is committed to exemplary forest management. It is supported among others by renowned 

environmental organisations such as Greenpeace, NABU and wwF. The FSC® label is only  

carried by products that originate from forests managed in an exemplary fashion and from 

other controlled origins. Take a look at the FSC®-certified products in this catalogue.

General building supervision permission

Granted by the German Institute for Building Engineering (dIBt).

CE mark

MEISTER Longlife parquet complies with all European health and safety regulations.

MADE IN GERMANY

We are firmly rooted in our location and see it as much more than just the name of where 

we come from. For us, "Made in Germany" also means top quality standards. It is our daily 

challenge to meet these.

The Blue Angel

The result of our responsible choice of materials and modern production processes is 

that all MEISTER Longlife parquet floors carry the Blue Angel (except for: Smoked oak) – 

the world's first and most well-known award for environmentally friendly products and 

services. This means you can be sure you are choosing a low-emissions, ecological floor.

Real Wood

Naturally authentic: with our Longlife parquet you are bringing the authenticity of a 

natural wood surface into your home.
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Innovative products and system solutions 

are always the result of teamwork at 

Meisterwerke.
Link to Meisterwerke:  
www.meisterwerke.com

welcome to  
MeisterWerke.

we have been passionately developing and making products for rooms full of life for many years. At our 

company headquarters in Rüthen-Meiste, in the beautiful region of Sauerland, it is our daily challenge 

to perfect these and therefore ensure the greatest benefit for our customers.

Our love of innovation is evident in everything: in our huge range, in our company and in the way we 

work together. Always collaboratively and fairly but also purposefully and reliably. Our company motto 

is: a Meisterwerke masterpiece every day!

As a family-run company we also think about future generations. That's why respect for nature and 

natural resources is a matter of course for us. we place great importance on environmentally sound 

origin and short transport routes when choosing our materials. Independent test institutes verify 

that the materials used are harmless. Resulting in products that combine top quality, maximum 

comfort and a great feeling year after year. For your rooms full of life.

The careful selection of materials and 

decor guarantees the best result.

Our products undergo extensive quality 

tests on their way to becoming the per-

fect interior design object.



Stable
thanks to the extremely re-

sistant HdF middle layer

This is the most important rea-

son why we only produce our 

floors with a HDF middle layer: 

the press-in behaviour. The 

extremely dimensionally stable 

and high quality HdF base 

board stabilises the covering 

layer, making it extremely tough 

and resistant towards pressure.

Noise reducing
as a result of its own high 

weight

Greater mass produces less 

vibrations. Thanks to the use of 

HdF as a middle layer, the own 

weight of the installed area 

significantly increases. This has 

a positive effect on room noise 

and walking noise properties.

Easy to install
thanks to the patented Masterclic 

Plus click system

The Masterclic Plus locking 

system means fast installation 

with automatic end connection 

system. The homogeneous HdF 

middle layer allows a precise 

profile geometry to be milled 

without any splinters. This guar-

antees comfortable and smooth 

installation as well as permanent 

joint closing.

Healthy living
thanks to the use of natural 

materials

Parquet is a natural product.  

It regulates humidity and 

ensures a healthy living climate. 

The flooring is particularly hy-

gienic thanks to it being easy to 

clean and maintain. All materi-

als are selected carefully and 

are subject to regular tests in 

our labs.

MEISTER parquet with HdF middle layer

Parquet with spruce middle layer

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 + + + + + + + + 
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Live and let live with MEISTER Longlife parquet nothing is easier than that. with traditional professional 

care, a great deal of sensitivity, many years of experience and comprehensive technical knowledge we 

ensure that flooring is made out of a valuable natural product that makes life easier and more beautiful. 

On this and the following pages you can learn about the many details that as a whole account for the 

unique quality of our Longlife paarquet.

Variety
thanks to the extensive range 

on offer

The combination of plank 

formats, types of wood, struc-

tures as well as surface looks 

and finishes provides a wide 

selection for specific customer 

requirements.

Over 190 different  

products!

Energy-saving
thanks to low thermal resistance

With a floating installation, 

the floor covering on top of a 

hot water underfloor heating 

should also not exceed the 

limit of 0.15m² K/w laid down by 

regulations* in order to quickly 

transport the heat supplied to 

the surface.

*  Federal Association of Surface  
Heating and Surface Cooling.

Ecological
thanks to the use of 2.5mm  

covering layers that save 

resources

MEISTER parquet actively 

contributes to environmental 

protection. As a result of the 

perfect combination of the 

2.5mm wear layer and the 

special HdF middle layer, only 

roughly a tenth of wood, a 

valuable resource, is required 

to produce MEISTER parquet, 

compared to a solid wood floor.

Awarded
with recognised quality seals 

and certificates

Many recognised certificates 

and quality seals attest to 

the high quality of MEISTER 

parquet. They also verify our 

commitment to sustainable 

production in Germany. Our 

awards show you that you can 

trust in floors with superb quali-

ties in your living areas.

Longlife parquet –  
and real wood stays beautiful for longer.

+ + + + + + + + 



Masterclic Plus
The patented system for fast laying and 

secure connection. with the exception  

of the PD 550 collection that is glued at  

the end, the unique combination of the  

non-adhesive Masterclic Plus click system 

works as follows:

The flooring is lowered right next to 

the neighbouring plank.

Masterclic Plus end connection

Uniclic
The proven pre-tension system ensures a 

lasting, secure joint lock at both ends (with 

the PS 400 collection).

we have replaced the Uniclic connections 

at the ends with our own Masterclic Plus 

development in a number of our collections.

Quadroclic
This click technology is used with the 

PQ 500 collection. It makes installation 

easier and the connections durable and 

secure.

PS 400 
 
 
width 100mm

2400mm

2200mm

1187mm

500mm
485mm

3650mm

4200mm

PC 350 
PC 300 
PC 200 
width 200mm

PC 400 Style 
in three widths  
depending on product 
255 | 200 | 180mm

PS 300 
 
 
width 142mm

PD 400 Cottage 
PD 200 
 
width 180mm

PD 450 
 
in two widths  
255 | 200mm

PD 550 
 
in two widths  
260 | 220mm

PQ 500 
 
 
width 485mm

1
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Weartec®Nature surface 

Natural oils and waxes penetrate deep into the wood 

and form a protective, breathable surface. This form 

of finish emphasises the grain as well as the structure, 

regulates humidity and ensures a healthy living 

climate.

Weartec® surface 

The UV-hardened oil surface with special basic treat-

ment applied at the factory ensures a very natural 

appearance.

Duratec Plus surface 

7-layer seal with formaldehyde-free, viscoplastic  

and UV-hardened acrylic varnish. This varnish is  

ecologically non-harmful and extremely durable  

due to its special composition.

Wood wear layer 

Made from 3.6 or 2.5mm wood. 

Backing 

Made from Nordic spruce  

veneer for optimum strength.
Middle layer 

Special glued HdF middle layer for simple instal-

lation, shape stability and increased resistance 

to impressions.

After lowering, the flooring is not  

yet locked at the ends.

The tongue is only activated when  

the next row is laid.

This is what parquet is like nowadays:  
 convenient laying,  
intelligent structure, perfect formats.

Product structure

Link to Installation instructions:  
www.meister.com/en/service/

service-center/installation-
and-care-instructions.html

Longlife parquet  

3-layer product structure

Two things give MEISTER floors their amazingly long life: the high quality, carefully selected 

materials and the intelligent multi-layer structure. Together with the dimensionally stable 

HDF middle layer used by us, this guarantees you a resistant floor that remains beauti-

ful over many years. The weartec®Nature, weartec® and duratec Plus surface finishes 

emphasise the character of the respective woods using high quality oils, waxes or varnish 

and ensure durable, easy to clean floors. MEISTER Longlife parquet is suitable for laying on 

subfloors with controlled hot water underfloor heating.

This results in a secure  

connection.

Plank formats
Our Longlife parquet has real format – from the room-sized 1-strip plank over four metres 

long to the fine herringbone strip of 50 centimetres. And in between? There is still plenty 

of room for your ideas with planks in lengths between 1.18 and 3.65 metres as well as 

widths between 10 and 26 centimetres.

MEISTER Longlife parquet not only plays its most beautiful assets in material and appearance but the incredibly easy 

installation, large selection of formats and sophisticated product structure also impress. 

2 3 4



11 Parquet gradings 
 with character. 
  It's your choice.

Are you fascinated by raw power? Are you impressed by fine grain? 

Or is it an expressive mix that inspires you? As a living piece of nature, 

no plank is the same as any other, each single one is characterised by 

its structure, play on colours as well as surface treatment and finish. 

Resulting in different looking floors that significantly shape the overall 

impression of a room. Our Longlife parquet in eleven gradings opens 

up a whole variety of options for you to find the most beautiful basis 

for your home. 

Ambience 

For a calm overall look: Planks in this 

grading have a natural play on colours 

with a few small knots. Sapwood and 

slight cracks ensure the balanced interplay 

between liveliness and elegance.

Lively 

In this grading we deliberately offer sur-

faces with strong colours and structures, 

which emphasise the wood's natural 

character. Healthy knots, sapwood and 

brownwood are part of the overall lively 

image. Our oak planks and oak maxi strips 

(Maxi-Stab) do not have any sapwood.  

Knot holes are professionally filled.

Harmonious 

It's all about the natural mix: For the 

"harmonious" grading we choose woods 

with a calm look as well as a balanced and 

natural play on colours. They contain a few 

tightly intergrown knots and brownwood 

and do not have any sapwood. Occasional, 

professionally filled knot holes may appear 

in the Pd 450 collection.

Longlife parquet is a natural product. Therefore differences in colour and structure are an 

expression of its authenticity. Wood is subject to typical changes in colour when exposed 

to direct sunlight. depending on the intensity and light effect, light woods get darker or a 

yellow tinge. darker woods get lighter.
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Mountain 

Based on the "distinctive" grading with 

its strong colours and structures, more 

sapwood and brownwood and distinctive 

knots, all cracked knots and cracks are 

individually filled and unevenly marked.

Authentic 

Based on the "vital" grading, cracked 

knots and cracks are individually filled and 

unevenly marked here. This lends the laid 

floor a natural, really lively appearance.Vital 

Real woods with a distinctive play on 

colour and structure provide the basis for 

this grading. Larger knots and occasi-

onal cracks enhance the overall lively 

appearance. There is no sapwood with 

this grading. Cracked knots and cracks are 

professionally filled.

Accent 

Similar to the "lively" grading, we also use 

woods with a strong play on colour and  

structure here. Healthy knots, sapwood 

and brownwood accentuate the wood's 

natural character. Special accents are 

created here by the individually filled and 

unevenly marked cracked knots.

Rustic 

In this grading we deliberately offer sur-

faces with strong colours and structures, 

which emphasise the wood's natural 

character. Larger knots, occasional cracks 

and sapwood are part of the overall rustic 

image. Cracked knots and cracks are 

professionally filled.

Distinctive 

An interesting, powerful play on colours 

and structures emphasises the distinctive 

character of this floor. Sapwood and 

brownwood as well as distinctive knots 

and occasional cracks define the floor's 

impressive appearance. Cracked knots and 

cracks are professionally filled.

Canyon 

In this grading, oak surfaces with a really 

special overall rustic impression and 

distinctive play on colours and structure 

are used. The natural and raw character 

of the floor is emphasised by larger knots 

and varying degrees of cracks, which are 

individually filled and unevenly marked.

Country 

Real woods with a distinctive play on 

colour and structure form the basis for 

this grading. Larger cracked knots and 

occasional cracks that are individually 

filled and unevenly marked accentuate 

the overall lively image. Together with the 

unevenly produced joint patterns between 

the individual strips and on the planks a 

really impressive surface results.



UV-hardened oil surface protection 

Our UV-hardened oil really brings out the 

best in many types of wood. It receives a 

warm, natural look from this. The weartec® 

surface is a high quality UV-hardened oil 

surface with a special basic treatment 

applied at the factory. The floor is treated 

ready for residential use, is similarly easy 

to clean to varnished parquet flooring and 

therefore does not need to be re-oiled.

Varnish finish 

Our Longlife parquet's duratec Plus 

natural matt varnish or high-gloss varnish 

is extremely durable, easy to clean and 

naturally environmentally friendly, as it 

does not contain any solvents. The Plus 

stands for our seven-layer duratec varnish 

structure. The mixture of varnishes in the 

individual layers and their order takes into 

account that parquet floors may possibly 

be sanded down. The entire composi-

tion consists of a formaldehyde-free, 

UV-hardened and ecologically non-harmful 

acrylic varnish. As a result duratec Plus 

provides an easy to clean and durable 

parquet surface.

Naturally oiled – Weartec®Nature 

Natural oils and waxes are the basis for our 

Longlife parquet's naturally oiled surfaces. 

weartec®Nature penetrates deep into the 

wood and forms a protective, breath-

able surface. This kind of finish creates a 

natural appearance with subtle brilliance, 

emphasises the grain as well as structure, 

regulates humidity and ensures a healthy 

living climate. All Longlife parquet floors with 

weartec®Nature finish are treated ready 

for residential use and do not have to be 

treated with oil after installation. However, 

the naturally oiled surface does require 

a regular polish, which gives the floor a 

natural shine and ensures exceptional 

resistance. If required, it can be re-oiled and 

partly refinished without any sanding down.

wood is elegant, beautiful and also 
good for every day life.

wood is a valuable, natural resource that we transform into something really 

special with total respect and a sensitive touch. Our surface finishes with high 

quality oils or varnishes accentuate the respective wood's character and provide 

permanent protection. Special finishing methods, such as the brushing, liming 

and smoking of woods, make it even more expressive. Modern looks such as 3d, 

timber structure, rough grain look and saw-cut structure set real trends. MEISTER 

Longlife parquet stands for unique floors that combine beauty, durability and easi-

ness to clean of the highest standard. 
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Colour treated wood 

Some surfaces, for example white beech, 

white oak, Antique grey oak and white 

ash, are produced using pigmented 

varnishes or oils. This gives planks their 

special colour and at the same time main-

tains the wood's natural structure. As with 

liming, the surface is finally coated with 

natural oil, UV-hardened oil or varnish.

Smoked wood 

Through smoking the tannin in wood 

reacts so that the wood permanently 

changes colour into brown, dark brown or 

even black. A lighter brown shade results 

if the chemical process is reduced. The 

differences in colour on individual planks 

and from plank to plank caused by the 

varying tannin content in the wood is 

what distinguishes this natural product.

Limed wood 

Liming emphasises the grain of the wood 

and gives it an attractive surface. Here a 

lime paste is then applied after brushing. 

Once it is dry, any residue is removed 

and the surface is coated with natural oil, 

UV-hardened oil or natural matt varnish. 

Oakwood is particularly ideal for liming 

as a result of its large pores.

Brushed wood 

Here surfaces are put through a special 

production step where the real wood wear 

layer is brushed. The resulting relief delib-

erately accentuates the rustic effect and 

may, depending on the homogeneousness 

of the natural wood, differ on one plank or 

from plank to plank.



3D structure 

we achieve this unique 3d plank look that 

gives the floor its very special appearance 

using varying thickness in the covering 

layer and intensive brushing. The minimal 

height differences between the singular 

strips do not have any impact on the 

floor's everyday suitability. 

Rough grain surface 

This individual surface finish produces a 

unique wave-like structure for a special 

tactile experience.

Planked look 

In complex production processes, uneven 

cracks and joints, which are similar to 

those in a decade old wooden floor, are 

worked into the surface to accentuate the 

wood's unspoilt character.
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Saw-cut structure 

with Longlife parquet with saw-cut 

structure, saw cuts run across the grain. 

They are clearly visible and tangible and 

an extra emphasis is added visually by the 

matt gloss surface finish.

Timber structure 

A number of different process steps is 

required to achieve this very special and 

unique structure of rustic finished wood.

Used-Look

This surface finish gives our Longlife  

parquet an antique look. Thanks to  

elaborate handwork combined with  

modern technology the planks obtain  

different looks and appear naturally aged.
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Link to Mouldings: 
www.meister.com/en/accessories/
flooring-accessories/mouldings.html

For the perfect finish –  
 details that simply match.

1 Universal profiles 

The professional and proven installation 

solution for transitions, ends and expansion 

joints.

2 Universal stair profiles 

Stairs with MEISTER floor elements can be 

easily covered with matching profiles.

4

5

Skirting boards 

These modern square-shaped skirting 

boards are available in many surfaces. 

Skirting boards coated in a white film 

which can be painted by the customer in 

any colour you like.

3 Skirting boards 

Three selected profiles to match all the 

decor/wood shades in the parquet, cork 

and laminate flooring range provide the 

perfect finish.

6 Under lay material (not allocated)  

High-performance range of insulating underlay for 

effective sound absorption in the room and the 

reduction of footfall transmitted to rooms below. 

7 Ceiling edging 

Three different ceiling edging profiles 

guarantee clean edging for walls and 

ceilings.

Hamburg skirting boards (not allocated) 

The elegant classic among skirting boards 

can be combined with any floor.
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14

Link to insulating  
underlay: 

www.meister.com/en/
accessories/flooring-

accessories/insulating-
underlays.html

You can find the whole accessories range at www.meister.com

A perfect living atmosphere results when all the elements in a room are perfectly coordinated 

to one another. These include, for example, mouldings that match the floor or panels for attrac-

tive joints or special profiles for successful room transitions. Lights can also contribute a great 

deal to the room atmosphere with their individual light effects. we also offer you suitable care 

products so that you can enjoy your floor for a long time after installation.

14 Attachment lights 

The lights are versatile in application and 

offer the option of choosing between 

warm white or bright clear light.

13 Recessed lights  

The modern lighting range with its LEd; low 

voltage and high voltage lights offers plenty 

of creative possibilities to create effective 

room and accent lighting.

9 LED recessed lights 

Our recessed lights, such as FLAT Quadro,  

are ideal as orientation lighting and impress 

with their compact dimensions.

10 LED panel lights  

To match wall and ceiling 

installations and ideal for indirect 

lighting or creating accent lighting. 

11 Glass floor lights 

decorative and atmospheric accent  

lighting can be fitted to the SP 400  

system panel shelf inserts using glass  

floor lights. 

12 Shelving rails 

If the SP 400 system panel elements are 

assembled with a live aluminium rail, they 

can be fitted with decorative lights, e.g. 

glass floor lights.

15 Care products (not allocated) 

The range of care products are specifically 

for cleaning MEISTER floors.

8 Corner mouldings 

Perfectly coordinated special mouldings, 

e.g. large corner mouldings for many 

corners, angles and edges.

LONGLIFE PARQUET | ACCESSORIES



Beautiful and also intelligent?  
 It is possible!
It could be easy to lose track of the many excellent properties our MEISTER Longlife parquet 

have – but you don't have to. We have allocated coloured symbols to our floors, which highlight 

the most important product properties and make it easier for you to find your way around. 

Stable

thanks to the  

extremely resistant  

HdF middle layer

Noise reducing

thanks to its own 

high weight

Healthy living

thanks to the use  

of natural resources

Ecological

thanks to the use 

of 2.5mm covering 

layers that save 

resources

Energy-saving

thanks to low  

thermal resistance

Spacious

thanks to impressive  

château plank 

format

Elegant

thanks to the  

imposing plank 

format

Individual  

thanks to its  

exceptional format

Classic

thanks to the 

traditional 3-strip 

format

Longlife parquet | PD 550  

Longlife parquet | PD 450 

Longlife parquet | PD 400 Cottage 

Longlife parquet | PD 200 

Longlife parquet | PS 400 

Longlife parquet | PS 300

Longlife parquet | PQ 500

Longlife parquet | PC 400 Style

Longlife parquet | PC 350

Longlife parquet | PC 300 

Longlife parquet | PC 200
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This overview helps you to find the floor that is right for your requirements and wishes more 

quickly. whether it be very stable, special sound absorption, extra easy to install or convincingly 

ecological, all the important attributes are listed here for each collection.

Stable

thanks to the  

extremely resistant  

HdF middle layer

Noise reducing

thanks to its own 

high weight

Healthy living

thanks to the use  

of natural resources

Ecological

thanks to the use 

of 2.5mm covering 

layers that save 

resources

Energy-saving

thanks to low  

thermal resistance

Spacious

thanks to impressive  

château plank 

format

Elegant

thanks to the  

imposing plank 

format

Individual  

thanks to its  

exceptional format

Classic

thanks to the 

traditional 3-strip 

format

Longlife parquet | PD 550  

Longlife parquet | PD 450 

Longlife parquet | PD 400 Cottage 

Longlife parquet | PD 200 

Longlife parquet | PS 400 

Longlife parquet | PS 300

Longlife parquet | PQ 500

Longlife parquet | PC 400 Style

Longlife parquet | PC 350

Longlife parquet | PC 300 

Longlife parquet | PC 200



    
   

NATURAL STyLE PURE LINE COLOURFUL GREy LUxURy AFFAIRS
NEw CLASSICS wILd MOUNTAIN PERFECT BASICS 

* warranty according to the Meisterwerke warranty conditions at www.meister.com

naturally oiled

Smoked oak lively  
8131 | brushed  
FSC®-certified

Oak lively 8091  
brushed 
FSC®-certified

Limed light oak lively 
8132 | brushed  
FSC®-certified

Lyed-look oak lively 
8089 | brushed  
FSC®-certified

white oak lively 8135  
brushed  
FSC®-certified

|  1-Strip (plank)

|  5 Surfaces, naturally oiled, brushed,  

with irregular longitudinal V-bevel

|  5 UV-hardened oil surfaces, brushed,  

with longitudinal V-bevel

|  Click system: longitudinal Uniclic,  

tongue-and-groove connection on the end

|  MEISTER Longlife warranty*  

in living areas

|  Approx. 2.5mm fine wood wear layer

|  Thickness: 15mm

|  Lengths: 3650 | 4200mm

|  widths: 220 | 260mm

PD 550
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Smoked oak lively 
8031 | brushed 
FSC®-certified

Oak lively 8028  
brushed 
FSC®-certified

Limed light oak lively 
8134 | brushed 
FSC®-certified

Lyed-look oak lively 
8029 | brushed  
FSC®-certified

white oak lively 8133  
brushed  
FSC®-certified

PD 550

LONGLIFE PARQUET | COLLECTIONS

UV-oiled



    
   

NATURAL STyLE PURE LINE COLOURFUL GREy LUxURy AFFAIRS
NEw CLASSICS wILd MOUNTAIN PERFECT BASICS 

* warranty according to the Meisterwerke warranty conditions at www.meister.com

Oak harmonious 8171  
brushed 
FSC®-certified

Light oak harmonious 
8176 | brushed 
FSC®-certified

Limed light oak  
harmonious 8173  
brushed 
FSC®-certified

Lyed-look oak  
harmonious 8172  
brushed 
FSC®-certified

Antique grey oak  
harmonious 8175  
brushed 
FSC®-certified

white oak  
harmonious 8174 
brushed 
FSC®-certified

|  1-Strip (plank)

|  6 UV-hardened oil surfaces, brushed 

| All-round V-bevel

| Click system: Masterclic Plus 

|  MEISTER Longlife warranty*  

in living areas

| Approx. 2.5mm fine wood wear layer

| Thickness: 13mm 

|  Length: 2400mm

| widths: 200 | 255mm

UV-oiled

PD 450
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LONGLIFE PARQUET | COLLECTIONS

* warranty according to the Meisterwerke warranty conditions at www.meister.com

white oak  
ambience 8292 
Timber structure  
FSC®-certified

Limed old grey 
oak harmonious 
8102 | brushed 
FSC®-certified

Lyed-look oak  
harmonious 8130  
Saw-cut structure 
brushed 
FSC®-certified

Cream grey oak 
ambience 8222  
brushed 
FSC®-certified

|  1-Strip (plank)

|  13 Surfaces, naturally oiled, brushed,  

with longitudinal V-bevel

|  12 Surfaces, naturally oiled, brushed,  

with irregular longitudinal V-bevel

|  26 UV-hardened oil surfaces, some brushed, 

with longitudinal V-bevel

|  5 Surfaces high-gloss varnished, brushed,  

with longitudinal V-bevel

| Click system: Masterclic Plus

|  MEISTER Longlife warranty*  

in living areas

| Approx. 2.5mm fine wood wear layer

| Thickness: 13mm 

|  Effective measurement: 2200 × 180mm

naturally oiled

PD 400 Cottage

white larch accent 
8295 | brushed 
FSC®-certified

white washed oak 
canyon 8383 
brushed 
FSC®-certified

white washed oak 
harmonious 8384 
brushed 
FSC®-certified

white oak 
harmonious 8129  
Saw-cut structure 
brushed
FSC®-certified

white oak 
harmonious 8090  
brushed 
FSC®-certified



    
   

NATURAL STyLE PURE LINE COLOURFUL GREy LUxURy AFFAIRS
NEw CLASSICS wILd MOUNTAIN PERFECT BASICS 

distinctive titanium 
silver oak 8221  
brushed 
FSC®-certified

Oak canyon 8302  
brushed 
FSC®-certified

Pure larch accent 
8293 | brushed 
FSC®-certified

Limed light oak  
harmonious 8093  
brushed 
FSC®-certified

Pure vital oak 8223  
brushed 
FSC®-certified

Antique brown silver 
oak lively 8299  
brushed 
FSC®-certified

Silver brown larch 
accent 8296  
brushed 
FSC®-certified

PD 400 Cottage

naturally oiled

Grey oak lively 8291  
Timber structure
FSC®-certified

Antique brown oak 
accent 8300  
brushed 
FSC®-certified
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LONGLIFE PARQUET | COLLECTIONS

Smoked oak  
harmonious light 
8289 | brushed 
FSC®-certified

Smoked oak  
harmonious 8288  
brushed 
FSC®-certified

Steamed oak canyon 
8301 | brushed 
FSC®-certified

Smoked oak  
mountain light 8307  
brushed 
FSC®-certified

Authentic oak 8290  
brushed 
FSC®-certified

Oak lively 8091  
brushed 
FSC®-certified

Larch accent 8294  
brushed  
FSC®-certified

PD 400 Cottage



    
   

NATURAL STyLE PURE LINE COLOURFUL GREy LUxURy AFFAIRS
NEw CLASSICS wILd MOUNTAIN PERFECT BASICS 

white vintage larch 
lively 8287  
FSC®-certified

white ash lively 8054  
brushed 
FSC®-certified

Limed oak lively 8084  
brushed 
FSC®-certified

Cream grey oak 
ambience 8283 
brushed 
FSC®-certified

Limed cappuccino 
oak lively 8085  
brushed 
FSC®-certified

Lyed-look oak lively 
8029 | brushed 
FSC®-certified

white ash distinctive 
8276 | brushed 
FSC®-certified

white oak ambience 
8286 | Used-look  
FSC®-certified

Opaque white oak 
harmonious 8081  
brushed 
FSC®-certified

UV-oiled

PD 400 Cottage
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LONGLIFE PARQUET | COLLECTIONS

Antique grey oak 

lively 8282  

brushed 
FSC®-certified

Canadian maple  
lively 8024 
FSC®-certified

Pure vital oak 8281  
brushed 
FSC®-certified

Oak lively 8028  
brushed 
FSC®-certified

Pure larch lively 8280  
brushed  
FSC®-certified

Vital oak 8377 
brushed 
FSC®-certified

Oak harmonious 8027  
brushed 
FSC®-certified

Caramel oak  
lively 8026 
FSC®-certified

Canadian pure maple 
harmonious 8277 
FSC®-certified

Light clay grey oak 
harmonious 8234  
brushed  
FSC®-certified

PD 400 Cottage



    
   

NATURAL STyLE PURE LINE COLOURFUL GREy LUxURy AFFAIRS
NEw CLASSICS wILd MOUNTAIN PERFECT BASICS 

Steamed beech lively 
8033 | FSC®-certified

American pure cherry 
tree lively 8279 
FSC®-certified

American walnut 
lively 8275

Smoked oak lively 
8031 | brushed 
FSC®-certified

Cognac oak lively 
8229 | brushed 
FSC®-certified

Pure beech  
harmonious 8278 
FSC®-certified

Larch lively 8274  
brushed 
FSC®-certified

PD 400 Cottage

UV-oiled
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LONGLIFE PARQUET | COLLECTIONS

Antique grey oak  
harmonious 8306  
brushed 
FSC®-certified

Steamed oak canyon 
8304 | brushed 
FSC®-certified

Anthracite vital oak 
8310 | brushed 
FSC®-certified

Smoked oak lively 
8303 | brushed 
FSC®-certified

Silver grey oak  
distinctive 8305  
brushed 
FSC®-certified

high-gloss varnished

PD 400 Cottage



    
   

NATURAL STyLE PURE LINE COLOURFUL GREy LUxURy AFFAIRS
NEw CLASSICS wILd MOUNTAIN PERFECT BASICS 

* warranty according to the Meisterwerke warranty conditions at www.meister.com

Rustic oak 8137  
brushed

Lyed-look oak rustic 
8138 | brushed

white rustic oak 8139  
brushed

Rustic oak 8166  
brushed

Lyed-look oak rustic 
8168 | brushed

white rustic oak 8167  
brushed

| 1-Strip (plank)

|  3 Surfaces, naturally oiled, brushed

|  3 UV-hardened oil surfaces, brushed

| Longitudinal V-bevel

| Click system: Masterclic Plus

|  MEISTER Longlife warranty*  

in living areas

|  Approx. 2.5mm fine wood wear layer

| Thickness: 13mm 

|  Effective measurement: 2200 × 180mm

naturally oiled

PD 200

UV-oiled
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* warranty according to the Meisterwerke warranty conditions at www.meister.com

Oak lively 8047 
FSC®-certified

Smoked oak lively 
8031 | brushed 
FSC®-certified

Oak harmonious 8042 
FSC®-certified

|  1-Strip (strip parquet for  

herringbone pattern)

|  3 Surfaces, varnished, some brushed

| All-round V-bevel

| Click system: Uniclic 

|  MEISTER Longlife warranty*  

in living areas

| Approx. 2.5mm fine wood wear layer

| Thickness: 11mm 

|  Effective measurement: 500 × 100mm 

right and left strips in a box

varnished

PS 400



    
   

NATURAL STyLE PURE LINE COLOURFUL GREy LUxURy AFFAIRS
NEw CLASSICS wILd MOUNTAIN PERFECT BASICS 

* warranty according to the Meisterwerke warranty conditions at www.meister.com

Limed off-white oak 
lively 8245 | brushed  
FSC®-certified

Antique grey oak 
lively 8240 | brushed 
FSC®-certified

distinctive titanium 
silver oak 8221  
brushed  
FSC®-certified

Limed antique brown 
oak lively 8094  
brushed 
FSC®-certified

Limed old grey oak 
harmonious 8102 
brushed 
FSC®-certified

white oak lively 8100  
Saw-cut structure, 
brushed  
FSC®-certified

white oak  
harmonious 8090 
brushed  
FSC®-certified

Cream grey oak 
ambience 8222  
brushed 
FSC®-certified

Lyed-look oak lively 
8101 | Saw-cut  
structure, brushed  
FSC®-certified

| 1-Strip (strip parquet)

|  16 Surfaces, naturally oiled, brushed

|  18 UV-hardened oil surfaces, some brushed

| All-round V-bevel

| Click system: Masterclic Plus

|  MEISTER Longlife warranty*  

in living areas

| Approx. 2.5mm fine wood wear layer

| Thickness: 13mm

|  Effective measurement: 1187 × 142mm

naturally oiled

PS 300
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LONGLIFE PARQUET | COLLECTIONS

Oak lively 8247  
brushed  
FSC®-certified

Oak harmonious 8243  
rough grain,  
brushed 
FSC®-certified

Black washed oak 
harmonious 8244  
brushed  
FSC®-certified

Antique brown oak 
mountain 8239  
brushed 
FSC®-certified

Antique brown oak 
harmonious 8242  
rough grain,  
brushed 
FSC®-certified

Smoked oak accent 
light 8241 | brushed 
FSC®-certified

Pure oak lively 8238  
brushed 
FSC®-certified

PS 300



    
   

NATURAL STyLE PURE LINE COLOURFUL GREy LUxURy AFFAIRS
NEw CLASSICS wILd MOUNTAIN PERFECT BASICS 

white ash  
harmonious 8228 
FSC®-certified

Lyed-look oak lively 
8029 | brushed  
FSC®-certified

white washed oak 
lively 8236  
FSC®-certified

Cream grey oak  
harmonious 8231  
brushed 
FSC®-certified

Light clay grey oak 
harmonious 8234  
brushed  
FSC®-certified

Limed cappuccino 
oak lively 8233  
FSC®-certified

Café latte oak lively 
8235 | brushed 
FSC®-certified

white ash lively 8246  
brushed  
FSC®-certified

Antique white oak 
ambience 8308  
FSC®-certified

UV-oiled

PS 300
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LONGLIFE PARQUET | COLLECTIONS

Clay grey oak lively 
8232 | brushed 
FSC®-certified

Light oak harmonious 
8176 | brushed  
FSC®-certified

Oak lively 8028  
brushed  
FSC®-certified

American walnut 
lively 8044

Smoked oak  
harmonious 8052  
brushed 
FSC®-certified

Cognac oak lively 
8229 | brushed 
FSC®-certified

Oak harmonious 8027  
brushed  
FSC®-certified

Pure oak harmonious 
8230 | brushed 
FSC®-certified

Antique oak  
ambience 8309  
Saw-cut structure  
FSC®-certified

PS 300



    
   

NATURAL STyLE PURE LINE COLOURFUL GREy LUxURy AFFAIRS
NEw CLASSICS wILd MOUNTAIN PERFECT BASICS 

* warranty according to the Meisterwerke warranty conditions at www.meister.com

| Square

|  3 Surfaces, naturally oiled, brushed

|  2 UV-hardened oil surfaces, brushed

| All-round micro-bevel

|  Click system: Quadroclic

|  MEISTER Longlife warranty*  

in living areas

| Approx. 2.5mm fine wood wear layer

| Thickness: 13.5mm

|  Effective measurement: 485 × 485mm

Oak harmonious 8270  
brushed 
FSC®-certified

Pure oak harmonious 
8269 | brushed 
FSC®-certified

Oak country 8272 
planked, brushed  
FSC®-certified

Silver grey oak  
country 8273  
planked, brushed 
FSC®-certified

Pure oak country 
8271 | planked,  
brushed 
FSC®-certified

naturally oiled

PQ 500

UV-oiled
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LONGLIFE PARQUET | COLLECTIONS

* warranty according to the Meisterwerke warranty conditions at www.meister.com

| Fineline

| Broad Fineline

| 3-Strip

|  6 Surfaces, naturally oiled, planked, brushed

| 3 Surfaces, naturally oiled, 3d, brushed

|  6 Surfaces, varnished

|  Click system: Masterclic Plus

|  MEISTER Longlife warranty*  

in living areas

| Approx. 2.5mm fine wood wear layer

| Thickness: 13mm (3d: 13.5mm)

|  Effective measurement:  

Fineline: 2400 × 200mm 

Broad Fineline: 2200 × 180mm 

3-Strip, planked: 2400 × 255mm 

3-Strip, 3d: 2400 × 200mm

Cream grey oak  
harmonious 8261  
3d, brushed 
FSC®-certified

Pure oak country 
8264 | planked, 
brushed 
FSC®-certified

Oak country 8263  
planked, brushed 
FSC®-certified

Antique brown  
silver oak  
harmonious 8260  
3d, brushed  
FSC®-certified

Antique brown oak 
country 8265  
planked, brushed 
FSC®-certified

Fjord blue oak  
country 8268  
planked, brushed 
FSC®-certified

Antique grey oak 
country 8266  
planked, brushed 
FSC®-certified

Pure oak harmonious 
8262 | 3d, brushed 
FSC®-certified

white oak country 
8267 | planked,  
brushed 
FSC®-certified

PC 400 Style

naturally oiled



    
   

NATURAL STyLE PURE LINE COLOURFUL GREy LUxURy AFFAIRS
NEw CLASSICS wILd MOUNTAIN PERFECT BASICS 

white ash lively 8122  
broad Fineline 
FSC®-certified

Pure oak lively 8259  
broad Fineline 
FSC®-certified

European walnut 
lively 8125 | Fineline 
FSC®-certified

Smoked oak lively 
8127 | Fineline 
FSC®-certified

Oak lively 8124  
Fineline 
FSC®-certified

white ash lively 8123  
Fineline 
FSC®-certified

varnished

PC 400 Style
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LONGLIFE PARQUET | COLLECTIONS

* warranty according to the Meisterwerke warranty conditions at www.meister.com

| 3-Strip

|  12 UV-hardened oil surfaces, 

some brushed

| 14 Surfaces, varnished

| Click system: Masterclic Plus 

|  MEISTER Longlife warranty*  

in living areas

| Approx. 3.6mm fine wood wear layer

| Thickness: 14mm

| Effective measurement: 2400 × 200mm

Caramel oak lively 
8022 | FSC®-certified

Canadian maple lively 
8002 | FSC®-certified

Steamed beech lively 
8016 | FSC®-certified

Oak harmonious 8018  
brushed 
FSC®-certified

Oak lively 8019 
brushed 
FSC®-certified

Steamed beech  
harmonious 8007 
FSC®-certified

Beech harmonious 
8005 | FSC®-certified

Canadian maple  
harmonious 8001 
FSC®-certified

white beech lively 
8017 | FSC®-certified

PC 350

UV-oiled



    
   

NATURAL STyLE PURE LINE COLOURFUL GREy LUxURy AFFAIRS
NEw CLASSICS wILd MOUNTAIN PERFECT BASICS 

white European 
maple lively 8004 
FSC®-certified

Canadian maple lively 
8002 | FSC®-certified

Canadian maple  
harmonious 8001 
FSC®-certified

European maple  
harmonious 8003 
FSC®-certified

American walnut 
lively 8023

Smoked oak  
harmonious 8021  
brushed 
FSC®-certified

American cherry tree 
lively 8013 
FSC®-certified

varnished

PC 350

UV-oiled
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LONGLIFE PARQUET | COLLECTIONS

Limed oak  
harmonious 8008 
FSC®-certified

Oak lively 8011 
FSC®-certified

American cherry 
tree lively 8013 
FSC®-certified

American walnut 
harmonious 8014

European walnut lively 
8015 | FSC®-certified

American cherry tree 
harmonious 8012 
FSC®-certified

Oak harmonious 8009 
FSC®-certified

Steamed beech  
harmonious 8007 
FSC®-certified

Beech lively 8006 
FSC®-certified

Beech harmonious 
8005 | FSC®-certified

PC 350



    
   

NATURAL STyLE PURE LINE COLOURFUL GREy LUxURy AFFAIRS
NEw CLASSICS wILd MOUNTAIN PERFECT BASICS 

* warranty according to the Meisterwerke warranty conditions at www.meister.com

NATURAL STyLE PURE LINE COLOURFUL GREy LUxURy AFFAIRS
NEw CLASSICS wILd MOUNTAIN PERFECT BASICS 

| 3-Strip

|  5 Surfaces, naturally oiled, brushed

|  11 UV-hardened oil surfaces, 

some brushed

| Click system: Masterclic Plus

|  MEISTER Longlife warranty*  

in living areas

| Approx. 2.5mm fine wood wear layer

| Thickness: 13mm

|  Effective measurement: 2400 × 200mm

white ash lively 8248  
brushed 
FSC®-certified

white ash  
harmonious 8249 
FSC®-certified

Pure larch lively 8256  
brushed 
FSC®-certified

Oak lively 8258  
brushed 
FSC®-certified

Cognac oak lively 
8312 | brushed 
FSC®-certified

Larch lively 8255  
brushed 
FSC®-certified

white larch lively 
8257 | brushed 
FSC®-certified

UV-oiled

naturally oiled

PC 300
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LONGLIFE PARQUET | COLLECTIONS

Smoked oak lively 
8105 | brushed 
FSC®-certified

Steamed beech  
distinctive 8250 
FSC®-certified

Antique grey oak  
lively 8253 
brushed 
FSC®-certified

Limed oak lively 8114  
brushed 
FSC®-certified

Pure oak lively 8252 
brushed 
FSC®-certified

Cream grey oak  
harmonious 8254  
brushed 
FSC®-certified

Beech distinctive 
8251 | FSC®-certified

European walnut 
lively 8110 
FSC®-certified

Lyed-look oak lively 
8112 | brushed 
FSC®-certified

PC 300



    
   

NATURAL STyLE PURE LINE COLOURFUL GREy LUxURy AFFAIRS
NEw CLASSICS wILd MOUNTAIN PERFECT BASICS 

* warranty according to the Meisterwerke warranty conditions at www.meister.com

naturally oiled

Canadian maple lively 
8177 | FSC®-certified

Steamed beech lively 
8186 | FSC®-certified

Oak lively 8187  
brushed 
FSC®-certified

American walnut  
distinctive 8189

American cherry tree 
lively 8188 
FSC®-certified

Beech lively 8178 
FSC®-certified

| 3-Strip

|  7 Surfaces, naturally oiled,  

some brushed

| 12 Surfaces, varnished

| Click system: Masterclic Plus

|  MEISTER Longlife warranty*  

in living areas

| Approx. 2.5mm fine wood wear layer

| Thickness: 13mm

|  Effective measurement: 2400 × 200mm

PC 200

Off-white oak  
lively 8349
brushed
FSC®-certified
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LONGLIFE PARQUET | COLLECTIONS

Canadian maple  
harmonious 943 
FSC®-certified

Beech harmonious 
913 | FSC®-certified

Steamed beech  
harmonious 928 
FSC®-certified

Oak harmonious 910 
FSC®-certified

American cherry tree 
harmonious 945 
FSC®-certified

Oak lively 903 
FSC®-certified

Steamed beech lively 
921 | FSC®-certified

Beech lively 918 
FSC®-certified

Canadian maple lively 
934 | FSC®-certified

PC 200

varnished



    
   

NATURAL STyLE PURE LINE COLOURFUL GREy LUxURy AFFAIRS
NEw CLASSICS wILd MOUNTAIN PERFECT BASICS 

American walnut  
harmonious 960

American walnut  
distinctive 991

American cherry tree 
lively 952 
FSC®-certified

PC 200

varnished



PD 400 Cottage | Steamed oak canyon 8301 | brushed | naturally oiled

PD 400 Cottage | Smoked oak lively 8303 | brushed | high-gloss varnished
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We have been impressing with innovative products, practical system solutions and attractive 

designs for more than 80 years. We are constantly developing ourselves, our company and 

our range. As we know: you expect the best all the time.  

And that‘s what we want to give you.

MEISTER is committed to its location.

We think internationally but remain a German company – 640 employees 

guarantee Made in Germany premium quality day in day out.

MEISTER is a leading innovator.

Intelligent ideas make us the driving force behind the industry – over 200 patents and  

utility models are impressive evidence of this.

MEISTER accepts responsibility for the environment.

We act sustainably in all areas – careful product selection protects resources and the climate.

MEISTER stands for specialist retail.

We focus on reliable partnerships with specialist retail and specialist trade – our ”100% PRO 

Producer/Dealer/Craftsmen“ network guarantees first-class products, professional advice and 

expert assembly.

Every day a 
 masterpiece

11 | 15 Rooms full of life.www.meister.com


